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Abstract. Recent EU Regulations have been pushing the transportation 
sector increasingly towards the reduction of primary harmful pollutants and 
CO2 emissions. In this context, the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) 
cooling system is gaining a new technological interest. In fact, 
improvements on pump efficiency can significantly reduce its absorbed 
energy during real on-the-road operation. Typically, centrifugal pumps are 
adopted, but their efficiency is highly dependent on rotational speed, wasting 
energy during real operation, even if they are designed to have a very high 
efficiency at the design point. This study investigates the three screws pumps 
potentiality to substitute traditional centrifugal pumps in engine cooling 
applications. In fact, triple-screw pumps belong to positive displacement 
pumps, which have an efficiency ideally independent on rotational speed.  
A zero-dimensional mathematical model of this pump previously developed 
by the authors was improved, giving a specific focus on the mechanical 
efficiency of the pump. The validation of the model resulted in a good 
agreement with experimental results. The model has been used to design a 
pump for an IVECO F1C diesel engine. The energy requested to drive the 
pump over a Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Cycle (WLTC) 
has been calculated and compared with that of the traditional existing 
centrifugal pump. Results show that the electrically actuated triple screw 
pump allows to reduce the energy of about 14 %. 

1 Introduction  
During the recent years, emissions of CO2 and primary pollutants caused by on the road 
transportation sector have been limited by the European Union (EU) through increasingly 
strict regulations [1, 2]. In fact, about 28% of the CO2 emissions was caused by the 
aforementioned sector in 2019 [3].  

To face this issue, vehicle manufacturers are increasing the production of hybrid and 
electric vehicles [4], which may help in reducing primary pollutants in urban areas [5], but 
hardly in reducing CO2 emissions [6]. In fact, the LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) of BEVs 
(Battery Electric Vehicles) indicate that the power generation mix of a Country should keep 
CO2 emissions below 320 g/kWh to produce a net benefit [7]. 
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On the other hand, thermal engine vehicles still have opportunities of development, 
especially those regarding the engine thermal management. As known, in fact, almost 2/3 of 
the whole harmful emissions is produced during engine warm-up in common driving cycles 
[8]. During this phase, the temperatures of coolant water and lubricant oil are not at their 
optimal value [9, 10] able to guarantee the higher overall engine efficiency, as well as to 
improve the performance of aftertreatment devices, which reduce the formation of pollutants. 

This issue can be solved acting on the engine cooling pump to speed up the engine warm-
up phase. Moreover, the recent integration of different thermal needs in the engine cooling 
system (charge air cooling [11, 12, 13], air conditioning condenser [14], separated cooling 
between engine head and block [15], cabin heater, etc.) is functional to a suitable downsizing 
of the engines and enhancing the overall system efficiency; on the other hand, it produced an 
increased complexity, which claims for additional degrees of freedom in developing cooling 
strategies [16, 17, 18]. 

Typically, centrifugal pumps mechanically linked to the crankshaft are used to move the 
engine cooling fluid. This technology does not allow to vary the pump speed independently 
from the engine speed, preventing a high pump efficiency, which depends highly on the 
impeller speed. In fact, centrifugal pumps are designed at the Best Efficiency Point (BEP), 
located at high flow rate and rotational speed, corresponding to the maximum engine 
mechanical power. However, the pump operates far from the BEP during homologation 
cycles, resulting in a lower pump efficiency (between 15-20%), and thus in a significant 
power absorbed compared to the propulsion one [19]. An electrically actuated centrifugal 
pump would produce a faster engine warm-up, but not a pump efficiency increase. 

This paper investigates the use of screw pumps as cooling pumps for automotive engines. 
Their use in this sector is still unexplored, even if their performances in other applications 
suggest good potentialities. In fact, screw pumps efficiency is substantially independent on 
rotational speed, as it happens for rotary volumetric pumps [20, 21]. Therefore, efficiency 
improvements relatively to centrifugal pumps are expected, as already observed for sliding 
vane pumps [22, 23]. 

Screw machines have been widely studied in terms of thermodynamic and fluid flow 
modelling when used as compressors [24] and expanders [25], and their geometry has been 
optimized to reduce wear and friction [26, 27]. These problems also affect screw pumps, 
which therefore have been studied mostly when operating with clean and lubricating fluids 
[28].  

Screw pump performances depend strictly on the rotor profile shape [29], due to its 
influence on friction, and thus on wear, and on blow hole backflow. The optimization of the 
rotor profile can be realized by varying the blunting of the screw profile or the screw shape: 
in the first case [30], the volumetric efficiency of a three-screw pump was significantly 
improved adopting a new rotor profile with elliptic arc, which reduces the blow hole area; in 
the second case [31], the overall efficiency of a twin-screw oil pump was maximized, 
optimizing the involute meshing angle of the screws.  

Screw pumps performances can be predicted also by CFD models. Advanced numerical 
models with many features for design have already been developed [32], capable to analyse 
also vacuum applications [33], as well as cavitation phenomena [34]. 

However, a zero-dimensional approach is pursued in this paper. In fact, contrarily to CFD 
methods, lumped parameters models can be used easily as a virtual platform to support design 
processes, being generally lighter and less computationally expensive. 

Several lumped parameter models have already been developed in literature. A triple 
screw pump for an aerospace application has been studied in [35], where a parametric 
analytical model was developed and validated, adapting the boundary-layer theory [36] to 
calculate the volumetric performances of the pump. A trade-off between backflow and wear 
resistance in triple screw pumps was investigated in [37], through a detailed theoretical 
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model. That study was subsequently deepened in [38], where the pressure loads acting on the 
pump rotors were calculated, and in [39], where the dynamic effects of these loads were 
simulated and experimentally validated. 

Lumped parameter models have been developed also for multiphase screw pumps: a twin-
screw multiphase pump was studied in [40], where a complete thermodynamic model was 
developed and experimentally validated, and in [41] this modelling has been further 
improved considering gas-liquid mixtures with very high gas volume fractions (up to 99 %). 

Similarly, also screw vacuum pumps have been characterized and optimized through 
accurate lumped parameter models: conical rotors were investigated in [42] because of their 
potential to enhance screw vacuum pumps performances, while a screw rotor with 
continuously varying cross section profiles and screw pitch has been developed in [43], 
demonstrating better volumetric and mechanical performances compared with the existing 
variable pitch screw rotor. 

Using screw pumps as cooling pumps of ICEs is a new potential field of application, 
which suggests the identification of a specific redefined 0-D model. Engine cooling 
applications require reliable and cost-effective manufacturing solutions for the cooling pump, 
and this applies also when using screw pumps. Therefore, the triple screw pump considered 
in this paper adopts a simple layout, with the driver screw aligned with only one bearing, and 
the other two idler screws simply entrained inside a cylindrical support. This simple 
manufacture enables occasional dry contacts between the screws and the pump case, 
increasing the complexity of mechanical losses modelling. 

A novel zero-dimensional mathematical model capable to predict the performances of 
triple-screw pumps with the afore mentioned simple layout has already been developed by 
the authors in [44]. The present paper offers a deeper knowledge of the mechanical efficiency 
of the pump, investigating the physical phenomena existing in the contact between the idler 
screws and the pump case. Therefore, a redefined mechanical model based on the journal 
bearing theory [45] is proposed. The resulting improved mathematical model offers a better 
prediction of the global efficiency of the triple screw pump, despite the complex dry contact 
conditions induced by the pump manufacturing, representing a further modelling 
advancement with respect to [44]. 

This mathematical model has been used as a virtual tool to design a specific solution for 
engine thermal management. A triple screw pump was suitably designed for an IVECO F1C 
3L turbocharged diesel engine widely used both for light and heavy duty applications. 

This pump was investigated when operating in a homologation WLTC, and its 
performances were compared with those of a typical centrifugal pump matching the same 
mass flow rate produced by the centrifugal pump, which is considered as the reference 
solution. Results show that the electrically actuated triple screw pump allows a 13.8% 
reduction of the energy absorbed during the cycle to cool the engine, compared to the energy 
absorbed by the standard centrifugal pump. This reduction is due to the improved efficiency 
of screw pumps, which remains high even when the pump operating point varies. This 
behaviour is as greater as more the screw pump is designed to operate in low speed ranges.  

Therefore, these results suggest that electrically actuated screw pumps properly designed 
for engine cooling applications may represent an efficient technical solution for engine 
thermal management characterized by a reduced energy absorption during the homologation 
WLTC. The consideration that during homologation the propulsion energy is reduced makes 
the energy saving requested by the pump interesting for CO2 reduction. 

2 Triple screw pump modelling 
In triple-screw pumps, three rotating screws move the fluid along their axial direction from 
the suction to the discharge chambers, linked to the inflow and the outflow pipes, 
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respectively. The central screw (driver) gives the motion to the other two screws (idlers), 
which rotate oppositely with the same speed. The screws profiles and the pump case define 
the chambers in which the fluid is enclosed, whose pressure increases when they opens 
towards the discharge chamber. 

The triple screw pump layout considered in this work has the driver screw supported by 
a specific bearing, which fixed its axis. Contrarily, the idler screws do not have a specific 
support fixing their axis, but they stay inside a cylindrical support bordered by the pump case 
and the driver screw. Therefore, the idlers axes can mis-align during pump operation, 
enabling dry contacts conditions between the idler screws and the pump case. In Fig. 1, a 
schematic of this type of triple screw pump is represented. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Main leakage paths for the backflow inside the triple screw pump: SDRIVER between the driver-
screw tooth tips and the pump casing, SIDLER between the idler-screw tooth tips and the pump casing, 
and SDR/IDL through the blow hole area. The driver screw is supported by a specific bearing, instead 
the idler screws are supported by a cylindrical housing and disk coupling elements. The friction 
coefficients in the contact between driver and idler screws, between idlers and pump case, and 
between the disk coupling elements are fSCREW, fSTAT and fDISK, respectively. 

The comprehensive mathematical model of a triple screw pump characterized by this 
simple manufacture is presented in [44]. That model is further investigated in the present 
paper, developing a more accurate estimation of the power lost due to dry friction phenomena 
occurring inside the pump. 

The model in [44] is composed by three sub-models, each of which describes the 
volumetric, indicated and mechanical performances of the pump, respectively (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the mathematical model of the screw pump, constituted by three sub-models: the 
volumetric, indicated and mechanical models.  

The volumetric model calculates the backflow occurring inside the pump during its 
operation, due to the pressure gradient opposed to the flow motion and the existence of 
clearances between the screws and the pump case. Ideally, the overall backflow STOT can be 
divided into three different contributions, according to the clearances through which it occurs 
(Fig. 1): the backflow SDRIVER, which occurs through the driver-case clearance, the backflow 
SIDLER, which occurs through the idler-case clearance, and the backflow SDR/IDL, which occurs 
through the driver-idler clearance, i.e. through the blow-hole line. The backflow STOT is 
calculated through a lumped parameter model based on a suitably redefined Poiseuille-
Couette modelling. The complex geometry of the leakage flow channels has been simplified 
to calculate the SDRIVER and SIDLER contributions (Eq. 3 in Fig. 2), while the third contribution 
SDR/IDL is assumed to be negligible. Once the backflow is known, the actual flow rate QREAL 
(Eq. 1 in Fig. 2) is obtained by subtracting the backflow STOT to the ideal flow rate Q (Eq. 2 
in Fig. 2). 

The indicated performances of the pump are calculated in [44] through a lumped 
parameter model. This model takes into account the increased overall pressure difference 
acting on the screws, due to the power lost during the filling and emptying of the suction and 
discharge plenums, respectively. Instead, pressure spikes occurring in the fluid moving inside 
the chambers identified by the screws are neglected. Therefore, the indicated cycle is 
assumed to be composed by two isochoric and two isobars transformations: the two isobars 
are spaced by a pressure difference Δpind (Eq. 6 in Fig. 2) higher than the pressure difference 
Δptot existing between discharge and suction pipes. 

The mechanical model in [44] calculates the power losses inside the pump, which can be 
distinguished into two contributions: viscous and dry friction losses.  

As for the backflow, the viscous losses PFR,VISC (Eq. 8 in Fig. 2) are calculated with a 
lumped parameter model from the solution of the flow field given by the Poiseuille-Couette 
theory inside the clearances between the screw tips and the pump case. 
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On the other hand, the dry friction losses depend on the friction conditions realized in the 
mechanical couplings (Fig. 1). The driver screw is supported by an external bearing, and a 
lip seal avoids leakage of fluid to the outside. Instead, the idler screws are simply positioned 
inside a cylindrical support, without dedicated bearings and sealings for their shafts. This 
simple layout allows axes misalignments, and thus dry contacts between the screws 
themselves and with the pump case.   

Therefore, the friction power losses PFR,DRY (Eq. 9 in Fig. 2) are calculated by summing 
together the friction power lost in the interactions between the screws PFR,SCREW, in the disk 
coupling elements PFR,DISK, and in the driver sealing and bearing PFR,AUX.  

Specifically, PFR,SCREW and PFR,DISK were calculated solving the equilibrium equations of 
the driver and idler screws: the resistant torque was calculated identifying three friction 
coefficients fSTAT, fSCREW and fDISK (Fig. 1), assuming them to be constant when the pump 
operating point varies. Instead, PFR,AUX was calibrated experimentally, testing the pump 
without mounting the idler screws. 

The main limits of this model are related to the impossibility to represent correctly the 
effects of dry friction phenomena when the pump operating point varies. In fact, the above 
mentioned friction coefficients implemented in the model were assumed to be constant, 
neglecting their dependency with pressure head and pump speed. This simplified modelling 
showed its effects in the error between experimental and calculated power absorbed by the 
pump, which ranged between 10% and 15%, contrarily to the few percentage points error 
observed in the flow rate calculation. 

In this paper, the mechanical model developed in [44] has been further investigated. A 
deeper study of the friction coefficients used to calculate the friction power losses is 
conducted, developing a mechanical model capable to predict the friction coefficient value 
when the pump operating point varies.  

From journal bearing theory [45], a suitable new mechanical modeling has been 
developed, focusing the attention on the friction coefficient fSTAT between idler screws and 
casing. This friction coefficient has a significant importance on power losses, considerig that 
idler screws are simply entrained inside a cylindrical support, enabling dry friction 
phenomena between them and pump case for some operating points of the pump. In order to 
validate this critical phenomenon, a suitable experimental activity has been conducted, 
revealing a significant variation of fSTAT when a typical adimensional parameter describing 
the hydro-dinamically support of the idler screws varies. A significant improvement has been 
reached with respect to the previous model in [44] when the theoretical mechanical power is 
compared with the esperimental values. 

3 A new friction modelling between idlers and casing and 
experimental validation 

The mechanical model in [44] requires the definition of the friction coefficients fSTAT, fSCREW 
and fDISK to calculate the mechanical power absorbed by the pump: the friction coefficients 
fSCREW and fDISK are involved in the interactions between driver and idler screws, instead the 
friction coefficient fSTAT defines the contact conditions between idler screws and pump case 
(Fig. 1). These friction coefficients were identified by varying them within typical ranges for 
steel-steel contact, and assuming them to be insensitive to pump operating conditions, i.e. 
pump speed and pressure rise. Specifically, the values reported in Table 1 were found, in 
order to better match the mechanical power absorbed by the pump measured during the 
experimental activity.  

 
Table 1. Friction coefficients involved in the mechanical model of the screw pump [44]. 
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Parameter Value Unit 

fSTAT 0.16 - 
fSCREW 0.1 - 
fDISK 0.1 - 

 
In this paper, the calculation of the mechanical power absorbed by the pump has been 

improved introducing a more detailed mechanical model for the estimation of the friction 
coefficient fSTAT, and assuming the same values for fSCREW and fDISK. 

In fact, the idler screws shafts are not supported by any bearings, being simply entrained 
inside a cylindrical support bordered by the pump case and the driver screw. This layout 
simplifies the pump manufacture, as generally requested by automotive applications, but 
enables axes misalignments, and thus occasional dry friction phenomena between idlers and 
casing during pump operation. Surface damages, in fact, are often found after operation and 
the occurrence that the fluid operated is a mixture of water and glycol (instead of being a 
more conventional oil for oil dynamic applications) increases the risks of damages. 
Therefore, a dedicate discussion about the values assumed by the friction coefficient fSTAT 
during pump operation is necessary to improve the mechanical model effectiveness.  

A relation between the friction coefficient fSTAT and the pump operating point is 
developed, referring to the journal bearing theory [45].  

The motion of the idler screw inside its cylindrical support can be analysed as a shaft 
journal rotating inside a bushing element. That mechanical coupling is described by Petroff’s 
equation, which gives a linear relation between the coefficient of friction f and the bearing 
characteristic number µN/p, where µ, N and p are the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, the shaft 
speed and the pressure inside the lubrication film, respectively. Therefore, the bearing 
number defines the hydrodynamic conditions of the lubricating film supporting the shaft, 
which determine the friction coefficient of the journal bearing. 

Similarly, the idler screw rotating inside the pump case is supported hydrodynamically 
by the film of fluid entrained in the clearance existing between these two elements. The flow 
conditions of this thin film of fluid are determined by pump speed and pressure rise. For a 
given pump speed, the higher is the pressure rise across the screws, the higher is the backflow 
occurring through the clearances between idler and casing, and thus the higher is the hydro-
dynamic support of the screw. Consequently, a lower friction coefficient should be observed. 
Moreover, this effect should decrease for high pump speeds, because the idler screw is more 
subjected to the gyroscopic effect, which tends to stabilize its rotational axis. This behaviour 
can be expressed by equation (10) and (11), which show the friction coefficient fSTAT as a 
function of the bearing number µN/p, through a proportionality factor k(N), which is 
inversely proportional to the pump speed N. 

 

 𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘𝑘(𝑁𝑁) 
µ 𝑁𝑁

𝑝𝑝  (10) 

 
 𝑘𝑘(𝑁𝑁) =

𝑎𝑎
𝑁𝑁 + 𝑏𝑏 (11) 

 
These relations have been introduced in the mechanical model developed in [44], and the 

coefficients 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏 in equation (11) have been identified minimizing the error between the 
mechanical power calculated by the model and the one measured experimentally. To this end, 
the experimental data used in the previous validation of the model in [44] have been 
considered. The obtained values of 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏 are reported in Table 2. 
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Parameter Value Unit 

𝑎𝑎 1.12 · (109) rpm 
𝑏𝑏 2.09 · (105) - 

 
The friction coefficients identified during the minimization process of the error in the 

absorbed power calculation, and the model defined by equations (10) and (11) with 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏 
as in Table 2, are represented as a function of the dimensionless quantity µN/p in Fig. 3. The 
mechanical model is a bundle of straight lines passing through the origin, with a slope 
decreasing with the idler screw speed, and minimum and maximum values fixed at 0.05 and 
0.2, respectively. The friction coefficients optimized for each working point are arranged 
along these lines, confirming the validity of this modelling approach.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Friction coefficient between idler screw and pump case fSTAT, as a function of the 
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Thus, these trends show that, for a given pump speed N, a decrease in the average pressure 

p of the fluid, supporting hydro-dynamically the rotating idler screw, determines an increase 
of the friction coefficient fSTAT, which has a maximum value equal to 0.2. Vice versa, an 
increase in the average pressure determines a decrease down to 0.05 for this friction 
coefficient. The physical meaning of these trends is that the higher is the pressure of the 
backflow fluid, passing through the clearance between the idler screw and the pump case, the 
more the idler screw is supported hydrodynamically by the fluid, and thus the less is the 
probability of dry contact conditions with the pump case, i.e. the friction coefficient fSTAT 
assumes smaller values. Therefore, these trends offer a simple modelling of the undefined 
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type of contact conditions realized between the unconstrained idler screws and the pump case 
when the pump operating point (speed and pressure) changes: contacts tending towards dry 
conditions are modelled with higher friction coefficients, and vice versa. 

Finally, the mechanical model defined by equations (10) and (11), with 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏 specified 
by the values reported in Table 2, allows to calculate the friction coefficient fSTAT between 
idler and casing when the pump operating point varies. The reliability of the redefined overall 
model of the triple screw pump has been assessed through a dedicated validation, discussed 
in sections 4 and 5. 

4 Experimental setup 
The geometry of triple screw pumps is defined by a specific set of geometrical parameters. 
A detailed discussion of these parameters is developed in [44]. Instead, the main geometrical 
features are summarized in the present paper. 
The dimensions of driver and idler screws are defined by the pump series and the 
proportionality factor f. The pump series is a set of three numbers: the Driver Screw Outer 
Diameter (D1), the Idler Screw Outer Diameter (D2) and the Tooth Height (t). The real 
dimensions of D1, D2 and t are obtained by multiplying each number of the pump series for 
the scale factor f. 
The axial cross section of the screws is defined by the screw angles α, β and γ, and by the 
ratio Aγ/R2

2. The angles α and β define the angular extension of the teeth of driver and idler 
screws, respectively. They are calculated from their ratio β/α, and from the angle γ. The angle 
γ defines the angular extension of the epicycloid profile, which links inner and outer 
diameters of each screw. It is calculated imposing the maximum meshing angle condition 
[44], once the outer diameters of the screws (D1 and D2) and the tooth height (t) are known. 
The ratio Aγ/R2

2 takes into account of a slight approximation in the idler cross sectional area 
calculation. Its value depends on the specific pump series. 
The axial length of the screws is defined by the winding angle of the screws teeth σ and the 
number of stages nSTAGE. This latter parameter defines the number of axial repetition of a 
stage, that is a complete axial revolution of the screws teeth. 
Further parameters defining the screw pump layout are the number of starts nSTARTS, which 
defines the number of teeth of each screw, and the number of idler screws nIDLER, equal to 
two in this analysis. Finally, the clearances between the screws and the pump case are defined 
by δDRIVER and δIDLER, for driver and idler screws respectively. 
In this paper, a triple screw pump of the 5-3-1 series is considered for the validation of the 
model. It has a proportionality factor equal to 8 and a number of stages equal to 1.31, which 
determine a 48 cm3 displacement, and external diameters of driver and idler screws equal to 
40 mm and 24 mm, respectively. The working fluid adopted during the experimental 
campaign is a 50% glycol-water-mixture. The main geometrical parameters of this triple 
screw pump are summarized in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Main geometrical parameters of the triple screw pump considered for the validation of the 

model. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Series 5-3-1 - 
f 8 - 

nSTAGE 1,31 - 
nSTARTS 2 - 
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σ 61,4 deg 
β/α 2,65 - 

Aγ / R22 0,0265 For 5-3-1 series 
nIDLER 2 - 
δDRIVER 120 μm 
δIDLER 10 μm 

Displacement 48 cm3 
DSUCTION 24 mm 

DDISCHARGE 24 mm 
 
The experimental campaign necessary to validate the overall mathematical model of the 

triple screw pump was conducted using the test bench developed in [46]: its layout is 
represented in Fig. 4, and the uncertainties of its measuring devices are reported in Table 4. 
The hydraulic head to the pump is given by a 24 litres pressurized tank, whose pressure level 
is increased using compressed air: this is necessary to prevent cavitation phenomena during 
pump operation. The pressure drop across the pump is set by regulating a pneumatic 
proportional valve. Pressure is measured across the pump through diaphragm pressure 
sensors, and the flow rate is measured by a turbine flowmeter. 

A three-phase electric motor driven by an inverter moves the pump. Torque and speed 
are evaluated through a torque meter: this enables to calculate the overall mechanical 
efficiency of the pump. Finally, input and output signals are managed in a data acquisition 
and control unit (DAQ). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Layout of the dynamic test bench.  

 

Table 4. Uncertainties of the measuring devices. 

Physical quantity Uncertainty 

Torque 0.015 Nm 
Velocity 0.01 % 
Flow rate 0.15 % 
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Table 4. Uncertainties of the measuring devices. 

Physical quantity Uncertainty 

Torque 0.015 Nm 
Velocity 0.01 % 
Flow rate 0.15 % 

 

 

Pressure 0.003 bar 
Pressure rise < 1.5 % 

Mechanical power < 7% 
 

5 Pump performances validation 
The model was validated considering a wide experimental campaign developed with the 
experimental setup described in section 4. The pump speed was varied between 750 rpm and 
3000 rpm, and the hydraulic permeability of the circuit was varied to reach a pressure rise 
across the pump up to 3 bar. In these conditions, the screw pump delivers a flow rate ranging 
between 30 l/min and 140 l/min, absorbing up to 970 W at 3000 rpm. 

The validation is realized by comparing the flow rate QREAL and the absorbed mechanical 
power Pm calculated by the model, with the corresponding measured values, giving as inputs 
the measured values of pump speed ω and overall pressure rise Δp. 

As expected, the flow rate QREAL is calculated with a mean error of the same order of 
magnitude obtained in [44], being unchanged the volumetric model of the triple screw pump.  

On the other hand, the mechanical power absorbed by the pump Pm is calculated with a 
mean error equal to 6.1%, and a standard deviation equal to 7.4%. This result shows the 
benefits obtained considering the friction coefficient between idler screws and pump case 
fSTAT variable with pump speed and output pressure. In fact, in [44] the mean error in the 
mechanical power calculation was 13.5%, with a standard deviation of the same order of 
magnitude. Therefore, the mechanical model developed in the present paper allows a 
reduction of the error close to 50% with respect to the previous simpler model. Moreover, 
the uncertainty of the measured mechanical power must be considered: in fact, it is equal to 
7% (Table 4) due to the absolute uncertainty in the torque measure. This testifies a significant 
dispersion of data, due to operating issues experienced during tests (high revolution speeds, 
no lubrication, low pressurization). 

The global efficiency can be observed in Fig. 5. The pump model shows a good agreement 
with experimental values, and the real trends are reproduced correctly. Moreover, it is 
important to observe the maximum global efficiency reached by this pump, about 70% at 
1500 rpm and 2.5 bar, and its slight variation when the operating point of the pump varies. 
These data are unreachable with a centrifugal pump. 
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Fig. 5. Global efficiency, as a function of pressure rise, calculated by the model (continuous lines), 
and by the measured values (symbols), varying the pump speed from 750 to 3000 rpm.   

 

6 Engine cooling application 
The aim of the present paper is to compare the performances of a triple screw pump 
electrically actuated with those of a typical centrifugal pump, when operating in a WLTC 
with the same engine cooling circuit.  

This study moves from the observation that screw pumps efficiency is less dependent on 
rotational speed and pressure head compared to centrifugal pumps efficiency. This aspect has 
been observed also for the triple screw pump tested in this work to validate the model (Fig. 
5): the overall efficiency of the screw pump ranges between 50% and 70%, which are 
unconventional values for the specific sector. Moreover, low pump speeds allow to reach 
higher values of efficiency, which remains almost constant for a wide range of pressure 
heads: therefore, for a given automotive application, the screw pump geometry should be 
chosen in order to keep the pump speed as low as possible. 

In this paper, an IVECO F1C diesel engine for a light duty application is considered [47], 
assuming the permeability curves reported in Fig. 6, corresponding to closed and open 
thermostat configurations, respectively. 
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Fig. 6. Permeability curves of the diesel engine cooling circuit. 

 
The original system adopts a centrifugal pump mechanically linked with the crankshaft. 

This pump is designed to deliver 240 l/min and 2.8 bar at 4000 rpm of engine speed, with a 
maximum efficiency equal to 46%, i.e. the BEP – Best Efficiency Point.  

In order to investigate the screw pump performances for this engine cooling application, 
the mathematical model developed in sections 2 and 3 has been utilized to design a specific 
pump for the IVECO F1C engine. The output of the design was a screw pump with the same 
geometric proportions as those reported in Table 3, but with a 50% increase of its 
displacement (from 48 cm3 to 72 cm3). This displacement was identified in order to keep the 
revolution speed of the pump lower than 3500 RPM. This maximum value is reached when 
the flow rate approaches 240 l/min, which is the flow rate at BEP for the centrifugal pump. 

Moreover, the triple screw pump was assumed to be actuated by an electric motor, with 
an average electric efficiency equal to 0.9: this allows to vary the pump speed independently 
from the crankshaft, delivering the right amount of flow rate requested by the engine during 
the WLTC, that is the flow rate delivered by the centrifugal pump. 

Therefore, the performances of the centrifugal pump and of the electrically actuated triple 
screw pump are presented from Fig. 7 to Fig. 10.  

The speed profiles of the two pumps during the WLTC are compared in Fig. 7. The 
electric screw pump follows its own path, being disengaged from the crankshaft speed and 
simultaneously regulated to satisfy the engine cooling requirements, which coincide with the 
flow rate delivered by the centrifugal pump (Fig. 8). This was calculated knowing the 
hydraulic characteristics of the circuit (with the thermostat opened or closed, Fig. 6) and the 
revolution speed of the pump which is mechanically linked to the engine crankshaft. The 
sequence of the crankshaft speeds during the homologation WLTC was calculated when the 
sequence of the operating points of the engine running the cited cycle was known. The mean 
speed of the centrifugal pump during most of the cycle is about 2500 rpm, while the 
corresponding value of the electric triple screw pump is about 1250 rpm. This allows to 
deliver about 90 l/min of flow rate, which varies during the cycle from a minimum of 27 
l/min to a maximum of 195 l/min. 
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Fig. 7. Speed of the centrifugal pump during a WLTC, compared with that of the electrically actuated 
triple screw pump. 

 
 

 
Fig. 8. Flow rate delivered by the centrifugal pump during a WLTC, compared with that of the 
electrically actuated triple screw pump. The two curves are substantially coincident.  
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The global efficiency of the centrifugal pump is compared with that of the electrically 
actuated triple screw pump in Fig. 9. The efficiency of the electric screw pump takes into 
account also the efficiency of the electric motor, which is assumed constant during the cycle 
and equal to 0.9. The electrical screw pump shows a higher global efficiency than that of the 
centrifugal pump, although this advantage is progressively reduced after the thermostat valve 
opening, which happens at about 1200 s.  

This is due to the lower efficiency of the electric screw pump when it operates with higher 
pump speeds, which are reached in the second part of the cycle, after the thermostat valve 
opening. Instead, the centrifugal pump increases its efficiency after 1200 s, because it moves 
towards operating points with high flow rate, closer to its BEP. 

 
Fig. 9. Global efficiency of the centrifugal pump during a WLTC, compared with that of the 
electrically actuated triple screw pump. 

 
The cumulative energy absorbed by the two pumps during the cycle is reported in Fig. 

10. The electric triple screw pump aborbes 562 kJ of cumulated energy during the WLTC, 
against 652 kJ absorbed by the traditional centrifugal pump, leading to a 13.8% reduction of 
energy requested by the pump to cool the engine. This result is due to the improved efficiency 
of the triple screw pump, which keeps higher values even when the pump speed varies, 
despite the adverse effect on the global efficiency introduced by the electric drive. Even 
greater energy savings could be achieved if the displacement of the volumetric pump is 
further increased, resulting for a given flow rate to be delivered in a lower revolution speed, 
which always increases the efficiency of the volumetric pump. Considering that this 
displacement increase produces a dimension increase too, a trade-off between space 
availability for the pump and efficiency, so energy reduction, could be done. 
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Fig. 10. Cumulative energy absorbed by the centrifugal pump during a WLTC, compared with that of 
the electrically actuated triple screw pump. 

7 Conclusions 
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performances of triple screw pumps when operating 
as an alternative to the more conventional centrifugal pumps in the cooling circuit of ICEs. 
In fact, screw pumps are volumetric-type machines, and so they keep high efficiencies even 
when the pump speed varies. This feature is particularly useful in automotive or ligh duty 
applications, where the continuous variation of the engine working point imposes a 
continuously variable pump speed. 

To this end, the lumped parameter model of a triple screw pump developed in [44] has 
been further investigated. Specifically, a more refined mechanical model has been developed 
and experimentally validated, to reduce the error in the mechanical power calculation. In fact, 
the model was built for a particularly simple pump layout, being cheap and reliable 
manufacturing solutions requested in the automotive sector. The pump, in fact, has only one 
bearing supporting the driver screw, and two cylindrical supports for the idler screws, without 
any bearings fixing their axes. Misalignments of the screw axes certainly occur, and 
consequently dry friction phenomena; both increase the complexity of the prediction of the  
mechanical power absorbed by the pump. 

The paper presents a model for the dry friction by adapting the journal bearing theory to 
this specific pump manufacture and validates it with an extensive experimental champain. It 
was inserted in a comprehensive 0-D pump model refining the global efficiency prediction. 
In fact, the mechanical power is calculated with a mean absolute error equal to 6.1%, more 
than halved compared to the value obtained in [44]. 

Subsequently, the mathematical model has been used to design a triple screw pump for 
an IVECO F1C engine. This screw pump has been studied when operating as the cooling 
pump during a WLTC, and its performances have been compared to those of the standard 
centrifugal pump used in that engine. Moreover, the triple screw pump has been considered 
actuated by an electric motor, assuming a mean electric efficiency equal to 0.9. This allows 
to deliver the same flow rate delivered by the centrifugal pump during the cycle. 

Results show that the electrically actuated triple screw pump allows to reduce the overall 
absorbed energy of about 13.8% compared to the centrifugal pump. This result is due to the 
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capability of screw pumps to keep high efficiencies when the pump operating point varies. 
This behaviour is as greater as more the screw pump is designed to operate with lower speed 
ranges.  

Therefore, the use of the screw pump for engine cooling applications leads to a reduction 
of the energy required to drive the pump over a WLTC, with lower corresponding CO2 
emissions. Moreover, an optimum thermal management of the engine can be implemented, 
being the flow rate delivered stricly proportional to the revolution speed and independent 
from the hydraulic permeability of the cooling circuit. 
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Nomenclature 

Table of symbols 

ICE: Internal Combustion Engine DSUCTION: Diameter of the suction pipe 

CFD: Computation Fluid Dynamics DDISCHARGE: Diameter of the discharge pipe 

WLTC: Worldwide Harmonized Light 
Vehicles Test Cycle N, ω: Rotation speed 

BEP: Best Efficiency Point Q: Theoretical flow rate 

f: Scale factor SDRIVER: Backflow across driver-screw 
tooth tips and pump casing 

D1: Outer diameter of the driver 
screw SIDLER: Backflow across idler-screw 

tooth tips and pump casing 

D2: Outer diameter of the idler 
screw SDR/IDL: Backflow across contact 

regions between the screws 

d1: Inner diameter of the driver 
screw STOT: Overall backflow 

d2: Inner diameter of the idler 
screw QREAL: Effective flow rate 

t: Tooth height ΔpTOT: Discharge-suction pressure 
differential 

α: Angle of outer radius of driver 
screw tooth ΔpIND: Outlet-inlet pressure 

differential 

β: Angle of outer radius of idler 
screw tooth τ: Shear stress of the fluid in 

contact with the screw 

γ: Epicycloid angle A: Action area of the fluid shear 
stress 

ψ: Maximum meshing angle of the 
driver screw Pt: Theoretical power output 

ξ: Maximum meshing angle of the 
idler screw Pi: Indicated power 

σ: Screw angle Ph: Hydraulic power 
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nSTAGE: Number of stages of the pump Pm: Mechanical power 

nSTART: Number of screws starts PFR: Friction power losses 

nIDLER: Number of idler screws ηv: Volumetric efficiency 

nCHAMBERS: Number of sealing chambers ηi: Indicated efficiency 

δDRIVER: Clearance between the driver 
screw and the stator ηm: Mechanical efficiency 

δIDLER: Clearance between the idler 
screw and the stator ηg: Global efficiency 

δ: Equivalent clearance for the 
backflow calculation µ: Dynamic viscosity of the fluid 

Aγ: Epicycloid Area ρFLUID: Density of the fluid 

APUMP: Flow area of the screw pump ρIDLER: Density of the idler screw 
material 

ACASE: Cross sectional area of the 
pump case fSCREW: Friction coefficient between 

the idler and the driver screws 

ADRIVER: Cross sectional area of the 
driver screw fSTAT: Friction coefficient between 

the idler screw and the stator 

AIDLER: Cross sectional area of the idler 
screw fDISK: Friction coefficient between 

the disk coupling elements 

L: Screw pitch length   
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nSTAGE: Number of stages of the pump Pm: Mechanical power 

nSTART: Number of screws starts PFR: Friction power losses 

nIDLER: Number of idler screws ηv: Volumetric efficiency 

nCHAMBERS: Number of sealing chambers ηi: Indicated efficiency 

δDRIVER: Clearance between the driver 
screw and the stator ηm: Mechanical efficiency 

δIDLER: Clearance between the idler 
screw and the stator ηg: Global efficiency 

δ: Equivalent clearance for the 
backflow calculation µ: Dynamic viscosity of the fluid 

Aγ: Epicycloid Area ρFLUID: Density of the fluid 

APUMP: Flow area of the screw pump ρIDLER: Density of the idler screw 
material 

ACASE: Cross sectional area of the 
pump case fSCREW: Friction coefficient between 

the idler and the driver screws 

ADRIVER: Cross sectional area of the 
driver screw fSTAT: Friction coefficient between 

the idler screw and the stator 

AIDLER: Cross sectional area of the idler 
screw fDISK: Friction coefficient between 

the disk coupling elements 

L: Screw pitch length   
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